Kindergarten

THE BASIS of the best eclectic development

It’s well known that children learn best when they are having fun and are confident in their environment and with their peers. At Liceo Britanico, we promote the development of the all-round child and introduce them to a broad, exciting programme of learning through some of the best recognised forms of teaching and through our truly innovative studio programme which focuses on art, music, language, maths, literacy, numeracy, science, social studies, British culture, IT, and sports. Our Kindergarten is characterised for being the basis of our huge institution, working with a multidisciplinary and cross-cultural curriculum that focuses in the improvement of skills and abilities to develop “Exceptional talents for life” under safe, comfort, and welfare environments.
FIRST GRADE
Spanish academy
Language and communication
Maths-smart: Mathematical thinking
Integrated knowledge:
  Natural world, history and society.

English academy
Language structure
  Listening
  Speaking
  Phonics
(10 hours per week)

Languages
French (3 hours per week)
Technologies (2 hours per week)
Physical Education
Rhythms and songs
Sports and arts

SECOND GRADE
Spanish academy
Language and communication
Maths-smart: Mathematical thinking
Integrated knowledge:
  Natural world, history and society.
Rhythms and songs

English academy
Language structure
  Listening
  Speaking
  Reading
  Writing
  Phonics
(10 hours per week)

Languages
French (3 hours per week)
Technologies (2 hours per week)
Physical Education
Rhythms and songs
Sports and arts

THIRD GRADE
Spanish academy
Language and communication
Maths-smart: Mathematical thinking
Integrated knowledge:
  Natural world, history and society.

English academy
Language structure
  Listening
  Speaking
  Phonics
(10 hours per week)

Languages
French (3 hours per week)
Technologies (2 hours per week)
Physical Education
Rhythms and songs
Sports and arts

CONTESTS
Spelling Bee (on the two main languages)
Mind Mathematical Calculation (Both languages)
Destination imagination

OUR FACILITIES AND ADDITIONAL SERVICES
Value's education
Values campaign and reinforcement
Infirmary
After school programme: 14:30 to 20:00
Meals and cafeteria service
Homework orientation workshop

COMMUNITY PROGRAMME
Educational related Talks
Extra Academic help
Educational psychologist and orientation
Consultancy service

CLASS SCHEDULE
8:00 A 14:30 H